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Abstract

The title is the text locomotive. It draws all the other compositions behind. Newspaper texts are 
termed as productions or reproductions of reality but are oft en denied their literary feature. 
It seems to be hasty denial. Endless examples show that news headlines have extraordinary 
power of expression. The transition from printed journalism to online journalism is degrading 
the stylistic power of news headlines. This article explains some of the types of degradation 
and the reasons related to the new concepts imposed by online journalism. The main factor 
that is degrading the title is clickbait, and it is not the only one. The titles either consist of 
two or three words, followed by reticence... to robbing clicks or being transformed into 
novels. Consequently, the title competence is vanishing. The measurements of the words in 
newspaper headlines at diff erent times and in two ideological blocks signal that the titles are 
being totalitarianized. Meanwhile, the competence of the locomotive is being transferred to 
wagons.

Keywords: style, headline, newspaper, click, clickbait, empty calories of information.

Introduction

If the headline is a coherent, natural title, it looks like a head in its body, however, the 
fi rst identifying sign of a nature. It has many functions. Three of them are: the headline 
summarizes the news, it shows the importance of writing and pulls the reader to turn 
it into active. 1 It is the message that warns the text and has some autonomy to the 
text it represents, but not always full independence. Newspaper texts are termed 
as productions or reproductions of reality but are oft en denied the literary feature. 
Texts are constructions of words, sentences, and paragraphs. The same theorists, who 
deny the literary value an informative text, divide the text into indicative, descriptive, 
explanatory, and compelling texts. Structurally, the title is part of the small texts 
(proverbs, phrases, aphorisms, graffi  ti, mockery, vowels, slogans, announcements), 
and they share many common qualities, according to Halliday (1994), oft en out of the 
grammatical rules that characterize other texts.
Any kind of title is a fi gure. The diffi  culty lies in its defi nition, whether it is 
grammatical - of which type or subtype, if it is literary - of which type or subtype. 
The identifi cation process should sometimes be seen in relation to the accompanying 
text, with the body text. We exclaim so as long as we see the title as the head of that 
body as a coordinating center of the underlying linguistic activities and the possible 
stylistic activities underneath it (in the body text). There are scholars who see the 
title as a fi gure even when constructed with denotative language, or simply appear 
as word-sentences, in a single word, verb verb, eg: “Continue ...” (the second term), 

 1  Manual për gazetarët e Europës Qendrore dhe Lindore, 1997, 81.
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or by name, when it usually exceeds the denotative language and builds a stylistic 
fi gure with just one word, for example: “Apocalypse”, - hyperbole, for a local event in 
Gjilan. How is this justifi ed? Again based on the overall body of the text and putt ing 
it in relationship with the head. The titles oft en carry the features of the paraphrase,  
and, at least this feature makes the title a guaranteed fi gure, a position that takes it by 
function. But, according to Ivas, reason lies in the privileged position of the title at the 
top of the follow up text (Ivas, 2004, 9-34).
Generally speaking, the language of professional newspapers is the language of the 
Declaration, simply, an informative language. The news section of the newspaper 
is covered by the columns of news reporters. The informative nature of journalistic 
textbooks in the face of recipients of diff erent intellectual levels imposes denotative 
language. This is expressed by lexicon and convenient syntax construction to 
communicate the news without subjective hues, to be understood by readers’ levels, 
and to keep them as closely linked to the media. The lexical word fi eld, syntax 
fi eld, meaning, etc., are put into the function of direct discourse and meaning. For 
impartiality, the verbal sentence prevails. To avoid monotony of reading, commonly 
used synonyms for words, phrases or syntax synonyms within the same text. Even 
for these types of texts dominate the view that they are not literary texts. But, at 
the end, they are texts. “There are, so they should be studied,” says Allan Belli in 
top of 13 strong reasons for studying the language of newspapers (Bell, 1991, 3-5). 
And, since they are texts, they contain style. More than the big text in a newspaper 
article, the small texts inside their construktion, such as middle titles, subtitling, 
heading, or some subtitles for self-advertising content, require greater focus on their 
construction, so oft en they give their readers textual pleasure that provoke thinking 
with the proposing language (suggestion), unlike the language of the Declaration. 
But especially the headlines, because of the motoric role they carry, present in many 
cases a real stylistic moment. It is not necessary to avoid the grammatical rule to build 
expression fi gures. 
We have seen how easily created fi gures such as irony, parabola, antiphrase, 
paraphrase, metonymy, synecdoche, and in many cases even metaphors, the super 
fi gure of rhetoric, the queen of tropes. This was called “fi gure of fi gures” (Michel 
Deguy), or “trope of tropes” (Jacques Sojcher), while Gerrard Genett e saw it as “heart, 
essence and almost all rhetoric” (Zhenet, 1985, 89). News headlines are pragmatic 
rhetoric. Combinations of controversial words easily create stylistic tension for 
reading (When Nasa deleted the fi rst landing records on the moon, the reporter wrote 
the article titled: “Small step for man, giant gaff e for Nasa”(Borenstein, 2009), according to 
antonymic analogy, which belongs to Nasa, “That’s one small step for a man, one giant 
leap for mankind”. 2 Title style helps to diff erentiate the “hand” in the media plurality; 
is a tool for creating a media identity, especially when reporting on the same event. 
The “non-literary” qualifi cation sett ing of newspaper texts is hasty Literary colors in 
news headlines and throughout the text may be lighter than typical literary essays, 
but part of the news headlines are not at all far literary texts. Literature has the luxury 

 2  This is a styllematic saying, are the fi rst words, from the fi rst man to the moon, Neil Armstrong. 
There is a constant debate about the importance of “a” (man), in the fi rst human words on the 
moon. Technology has proven that “a man” is emphasized.
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of making the essence of the text from free imagination, unlike information media 
that can not invent the facts but should investigate and identify them.
Building a news headline is the fi rst sign of diff erence in the media crowd and, not 
infrequently, is the main source of stylistic expression. Everyone makes it easy to 
distinguish the titles for the same event of August 12, 2010, issue with concession of 
Pristina International Airport: 
“Nënshkruhet kontrata për Aeroportin” 3 (“The contract for the Airport 
signed”),“Koncesionimi i Aeroportit” 4 (“Airport Concession”), “Rehatohet Aeroporti” 5 
(“Airport Comforts”), “Turkish company to build Kosovo’s new gateway to the world” 6, 
“Limak-Airport de Lyon gets the concession for PIA” 7, “Nënshkruhet kontrata për dhënien me 
koncesion të ANP-së”, “Nënshkruhet kontrata për koncesionimin e ANP-së” (The contract 
for granting the PIA with concession is signed), “Havalimani i Prishtinës” 8  (Pristina 
Havalimani) etj.
Of these 8 titles for the same event, 6 are media in Albanian and 2 in English (by a 
Turkish media and by the international group Eciks. 9 Six titles are constructed with 
denotative language, nothing is hidden beyond them, only what is said and does 
not get subjective color (authors are not involved in the event), no sides taken, the 
sentences keep the demonstrative (indicative) character. While, two distinct titles from 
the same newspaper are clearly distinguished.  They are from the same newspaper 
(“Express”) and have connotative ideas and form att ractive fi gures: “Comforts 
airport” (verb + name) and “Pristina Havaliman” (in Albanian “Havalimani i 
Prishtinës”: name + adjective). Both titles are constructed with two oriental words. 
The second title contains a secret protest against the “turquoise” of the airport (In 
Turkish “Havaliman” means Airport). Such was the title on May 15, 2010, when the 
winner of the concession was announced, who several months later (August 12, 2010) 
signed the contract. It has been one of the monumental titles throughout the history 
of journalism: “Airport Flies”. Not the birds and not the planes, but the Airport!

Walking through titles in two ideological periods

Headlines also express a structure of thought. In the former communist countries 
there are still old ways of performance in news headlines. They are a part of the 
subconsciousness from the earlier periods of informing monopoly. Although we do 
not really care about the ideology of language, but another headline structure, we 
will consider a bit of the past of Albanian headlines.
The two offi  cial daily newspapers in Kosovo and Albania, the “Rilindja” (Rainessance)  
and “Zëri i Popullit” (The Voice of People)  already dead , grammatically and 
stylistically, have many similarities in their main titles. Both were publishing  in 
 3  Gazeta “Express”,  htt p://www.gazetaexpress.com/web/ind.../36401/C4/C14/.
 4  Radio “Evropa e lire”, htt ps://www.evropaelire.org/a/2126105.html.
 5  Gazeta “Express”, htt p://www.gazetaexpress.com/web/ind.../36455/C4/C14/.
 6  Gökhan Kurtaran , “Hürriyet Daily News”, htt p://www.hurriyetdailynews.com/n.p...rld-2010-08-
13, Friday, August 13, 2010.
 7  htt p://www.eciks.org/english/lajme.p...s&main_id=1022.
 8  Gazeta “Express”htt p://www.kosovah aber.net/? pag  e=1 ,10 ,2398.
 9  htt p://www.eciks .org/en/about-us1?.
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Albanian language and under the same linguistic standard. In the period 1981-
1991, along the escalating drama of Kosovo, the offi  cial positions of the communist 
systems were completely opposite. Albania, through its single daily newspaper, 
“Zëri i Popullit”, supported Kosovo Albanian students, while Kosovo’s only daily 
newspaper “Rilindja” condemned them because the provincial government and the 
federal government of Yugoslavia did so. The “Zëri i Popullit” was offi  cially “the 
Organ of the Central Committ ee of the Party of Labor of Albania”, while the “Rilindja” 
was “the Organ of the Socialist Alliance of Working People of Kosovo”. Today they 
would be so att ractive as it would be a typewriter facing a smartphone.
The opposing language of these two newspapers and their tone are heavy bullet for 
seriousness and content. Strong adversaries in content, but in the same form. They 
are regular linguistically, but stylistically poor. 87 headlines of the “Zëri i Popullit” 
newspaper were reviewed during 1981-1991, all related to the developments in 
Kosovo and 24 titles of the newspaper “Rilindja” for the same developments in 1981-
1990. In the syntax tension, by the number of words in the political news headlines 
are approximate. The “Zëri i Popullit” has an average of 7.88 words for a title, while 
“Renaissance” has averaged 7.75 words on a title. Both use the verb to act controversial 
ideologies and do not prefer indirect language.
This average has continued in the transitional period with the emergence of many 
newspapers in Kosovo and Albania, although there are new professional infl uences 
from western infl uences and funding. But the new era of “click” is also spilling on 
serious media. The fi rst change is noted in style of titles, content, ethics, in every 
aspect. We are only interested in the titles.
Express newspaper, Pristina, printed version, 2007-2011
 In concise discourses, the announcement of the news is more eff ective when it is 
achieved that the denotative meaning conforms to the connotative meaning of the 
chosen word, the correspondence (the matching) of what is said with what means from 
the same word. Overcoming the game with connotating eff ects destroys the news, 
while the denotative language’s poverty makes it monotonous. A special facilitator, 
liaison, in a rescue role was oft en found rhetorical photography. We’ve analyzed the 
headlines of the “Express” in all versions, even today in the online version.
Condensation of shaped headings should be understood here as an expansion of 
meaning content, and vice versa.
The average number of words in all news headlines, in the fi ve-year period February 
2007-February 2011, is 4 words in a title. There are reviewed 1500 news headlines. 
The noun titles, with no verb, have on average less than 4 words. They are more 
aggressive, scoffi  ng, ironic, amusing, labeling, with a very small circulation, but 
infl uential in the elites of the country, oft en possessing profound political information. 
A prime minister learned from the newspaper about his appointment.
In 372 verbal titles (headings containing verbs), randomly selected by several 
thousand, during the fi ve years of that period, 1514 words, averaging 4.06 words in 
titles, were found (8646 lett er-characters, or 22 characters in a headline).
But the language of the headlines in front page is even more compressed. The average 
of the words in the central headlines of 33 headlines of the newspaper in the fi ve-
year period (February 2007-February 2011) is 2.81 words in a title. In 33 headlines, 
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93 words were found. Among the frequent stylistic fi gures of non-verbal headlines, 
appears the antonomasia fi gure, mainly to label politicians as quick millionaires (eg 
Filan Trump), to present anyone like Don Zhuan, either as an Eschobar of a region, or 
to make fl ying people some prominent athletes. As a good hunter of stylistic fi gures 
in condensed headlines in front page of the newspaper, when using only two words, 
a verb and a name, easily forms a metaphor (eg “Flies Airport”), indicates antonymic 
power “Union of division”, constructs the rhetorical question [where did you get? 
(in Albanian: Ku i more?)] etc. These front page headlines are always supported by 
great photography, rhetorical pictures. The latest issue printed on paper, March 22, 
2013, for  stylistic goodbye, the front page of the newspaper was all covered with the 
Iphone3 screen image and told other newspapers: “Here you will come sooner or 
later”, so in the online version. It was not a prophecy, but a bitt er truth for worshipers 
of the newspapers in the printed form and a fi nancial catastrophe for unprepared 
newsrooms for the world of “clicks”. Therefore, it will degrade some things, many 
things.
Analysis of titles on the anniversary of state independence:
We recently analyzed the performance of “Express”, “Koha Ditore” and “Epoka e 
re”, on the celebration of the tenth anniversary of Kosovo’s independence, February 
17, 2018. Among the main events are the international congratulations and Rita Ora’s 
concert in the capital . (The security forces parade and other state activities did not 
take place that day).
A brief summary of the fi ndings
216 news headlines (electronic edition, online) are posted during the day. - These 
216 titles contain 2109 words; -171 headlines contain at least one verb, or 79.16% 
are titles that include at least one verb, but the percentage of verbal words is very 
low compared to other parts of the speech ; Out of 2109 words, 244 are verbs, or 
11.56%; The verbal lexicon is even lower in percentage, because the same verb is oft en 
repeated (eg, the verb “to congrats”)- The average number of words in the headlines: 
9.76 words. (Remember the averages of 1981-1991: “Zëri i Popullit”, 7.88 words for a 
title, while “Rilindja” 7.75)
Details
“Express”, online, February 17, 2018: Out of 108 titles, 89 contain at least one verb, so we 
have 82.4% verbal titles. Containing 1132 words, of which 135 verbs, or 11.9% verbal 
inclusions. The average number of words in a headline: 10.48 words (Remember the 
average of 2.81 words in the headlines of “Express” in the period 2007-2011).
“Koha Ditore” newspaper, online, February 17, 2018: Of 53 titles, 41 contain at least one 
verb, or 77.3%, while 12 are non-verb. These titles contain 496 words, of which 54 
verbs, or 10.88%. The average number of words in a headline: 9.35 words.
 Epoka e re, online, February 17, 2018: Of 53 titles, 41 contain verbs (or 77.35%), 12 
without verbs. 11 verbal titles have the same verb “to congratulates”, with the same 
grammatical features. The titles contain 481 words, of which 55 verbs, or 11.4%. The 
average number of words in a headline: 9.07 words.
Only 4 titles are distinguished for deviating from the usual language of reports of 
celebrations, though they are not unfamiliar. Three of them relate to the semantic 
fi eld of fi re (the atmosphere of fi re etc.). She started it itself, Rita Ora, on social 
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networks before the concert, with popular language: “Rita Ora tells the world that she 
is in Pristina, she writes in Albanian: ‘Kena me kallë’-( we’re gonna burn it)’“. Two 
other newspapers headlines subsequently confi rm the transition to the work when 
Rita Ora dancing under the sounds of the Albanian dance “Shota” and the 300,000 
Albanians present in Pristina Square spark their national dance: “Rita burns Pristina 
with “Shota”, And “Rita Ora sparks Prishtina with the “Shota” dance”. (The reaction of a 
Serb from Serbia came right aft er: “Serbs got angry with Rita: For us no longer exists”  10) .
 The only original headline, borrowed from a local television (KohaVision), is about 
the passion of an elder: “The 78-year-old marksman who has not missed the mark yet”. 
Thats it! Nothing more from the “celebrations” of the titles.
Current headlines in Kosovo’s newspapers show the tendency of increasing the 
number of words and the decline of the expressive power. There are fewer and fewer 
rhetorical fi gures. Meanwhile, let’s rethink: once the headlines on the front page of 
the newspaper “Express” had 2.81 words, and 4 words in other articles, inside the 
newspaper (in its printed version), the online version now has averagely more than 
10 words in news headlines and far from the stylistic values that once had. Political 
news headlines oft en have about 15 words. The so low percentage of verbal words 
in the headlines of Kosovo newspapers (11.56%) is an alternative indicator for the 
declining power of titles. The verbal lexicon is even lower in percentage because in 
some instances the same verb is used, although the day was for the same verb linked 
to congratulations for day of independence.

Because of Mr.Click: tears, laughter and ... nothing beyond
 
In the click empire, things are degrading year aft er year. The headlines are being 
destroyed. Now they are longer and do not diff er much from the amateur portals that 
fi ght to get rich by clicks: without professional ethics! Oft en there are phraseological 
headlines with embedded words: “You will laugh with tears if you see this video, “this 
video is doing the lap of the world”, “this picture has become viral”, “this video is plucked all 
over world” etc. Among them is the title “Images that will make you laugh with tears”, 11 
which he published a day earlier in the Pristina news portal “Telegrafi ” with the same 
headline, 12 and this, as the whole virtual world is doing, have taken copy-paste or 
translated from any foreign media. The style of “laughing with tears” is widespread 
not only in the Albanian media in the Balkans, especially in Albania and Kosovo, but 
all over the world. There is no portal that does not “laugh with tears” in the batt le 
to grab clicks. Here are some others: “You will laugh with tears when you see the likeness 
of these babies with the world’s famous (Photo”  13 - “Video / Will laugh with tears, that’s 
the surprise that this girl has made to her mother” 14- “You’ll laugh with tears with Bonucci 
 10  “Sooner or later you will lose American support, and then you will end”, wrote a Serbian com-
mentator, “Koha.net”reports, February 17, 2018. (htt p://www.koha.net/showbiz/76148/hidherohen-
serbet-me -riten-per-ne-me-not-exist /).
 11  “Express”, htt p://www.gazetaexpress.com/fun/imazhe-qe-do-t-ju-bejne-te-qeshni-me-lot-493564.
 12  htt ps://telegrafi .com/imazhe-qe-tju-bejne-te-qeshni-lot-foto/.
 13  Indeksonline, 2018, htt p://indeksonline.net/do-te-qeshni-me-lot-kur-te-shihni-ngjashmerine-e-
ketyre-bebeve-me-te-famsh mit- boteror-foto/.
 14  Newpaper “Panorama”, 26 March 2017, htt p://www.panorama.com.al/video-do-te-qeshni-me-
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autogol” 15; - “These pictures will make you laugh with tears”  16; - “You laugh with tears: 
This is the answer of his wife,  when Fatosi says ‘I love you’ (Video)” 17;” You will laugh with 
the tears of this person’s reaction when receiving the Injection (Video)” 18;” When the dog 
consumes the hashish ... you laugh with tears”. 19 Many clicks took a video with a cow: 
“Video / This cow video running aft er its small in a cage is scouring the whole world”. 20

It is no longer just a question of “phraseological expressions” and “embedded words” 
into several headlines, but also for embedded headlines. Searching on “google.com” 
in any language of the phrase “laugh at tears” will bring millions of results around 
the world, even in serious media headlines. There are thousands in Albanian too. 
Why? –Because of Mr.Click! Businesses are now able to access htt ps://www.alexa.com/
topsites to see the level of visits to the portals a country and so shape the decision for 
advertising. And, it’s normal from their point of view.
 “Click” is killing the mastery of news headlines. Now we are under rule of “click” 
period! The Click principle, prevails the principle of professionalism. Condensed 
language in news headlines is being digested. In a media environment rivaled 
fi ercely by social networks, not to say that the news is dying, at least it can be said 
that the news headlines are transforming themselves into the news itself, and they are 
hĳ acking the news authority. 
Does the news reign us? Not! Bad headlines does! In the realities of such headlinecracy, 
only the recipient with a clear critical thinking can be avoided by the pitfalls of idle 
agendas. The reader, listener or critical viewer is a rare species and towards the 
disappearance. 
A sensational, oft en bogus title, a picture and/or a video. That’s it! The world is 
becoming lazy and less critical. Sartori has timely warned of these dangers: the man 
will be transformed into video relying solely on him and losing the ability of rational 
thinking. He went even further than that. But we are not going down to alarming 
warnings about changing the human genetic structure as a result of images. He said 
that Homo sapiens would become “Homo videns”. So he named the title of his book 
(Sartori, 2013).
The news headline structure is undergoing serious defeat. Once were enough two 
well thought words to draw att ention to expressive beauty, today, the “click” eff ect has 
made a single novel! From the headlines of the one-word sentence type to headlines 
that contain dozens of words: from 23 to 29 words, another to 24, 21 the other to 26. 22 
lot-ja-surpriza-qe-i-ka-bere-kjo-vajze-nenes-se-saj/.
 15  “Lajmi.net”, htt p://lajmi.net/do-te-qeshni-me-lot-me-autogolin-e-bonuccit/. 
 16  htt p://www.mapo.al/2016/11/keto-foto-do-te-ju-bejne-te-qeshni-me-lot/ 
 17  htt p://zeri.info/showbiz/172408/do-te-qeshni-me-lot-kjo-eshte-pergjigja-e-bashkeshortes-kur-fa-
tosi-i-thote-te-dua-video/ 
 18 htt p://zeri.info/video/185583/do-te-qeshni-me-lot-nga-reagimi-i-ketĳ -personi-kur-merr-injeksion-
in-video/
 19  htt p://www.oranews.tv/article/kur-qeni-konsumon-hashash-do-te-qeshni-me-lot
 20 htt p://www.syri.net/mistere/134405/video-kjo-video-e-lopes-qe-vrapon-pas-te-vegjelve-te-saj-ne-
nje-kafaz-po-perlot-te-gjithe-b oten/ 
 21 htt ps://telegrafi .com/ushqimi-po-shpenzohet-uje-per-pĳ e-nuk-ka-dhe-sistemi-bankar-bankrotu-
ar-miliarderet-tanime-kane-bere-gati-vendin-ku-te-jetojne-foto/
 22 htt ps://telegrafi .com/udhetari-ne-kohe-thote-se-vjen-nga-viti-5000-pretendon-te-kete-deshmi-fo-
tografi ke-per-te-ardhmen-te-c ilat-nuk-tregojne-lajme-te-mira-per-njerezimin-video/ .
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There is even worse ! The origin of these novel –titles in Albanian media is from the 
British Daily Mail online, with 29 words. 23 There’s even more, with 30 words in the 
headline, 24 but with 38 words!  25

It does not matt er whether the headline goes to 40, 50 or 100 words. The headline 
of news has already been transformed, in many media it does not exist, because its 
authority has received its accompanying text. The power of the news locomotive was 
taken by wagons.
We will go back in time once more, but far behind: Cases to illustrate the long 
headline that is the news in themselves are those behind the “election” in the entire 
communist bloc, when the front page of the offi  cial newspaper was adorned with the 
same words, a ritual over the years, encompassing total success, “over 99.99%” style, 
even 100 %. We are re-selecting Albania again. Here is a 1966 ritual front page, full of 
“glow”, with three hierarchical headlines. It is the fi rst page of the newspaper “Zëri 
i Popullit”:  
“Excellent victory of the revolutionary Marxist-Leninist line of our party”. Under it, the 
second title, in large lett ers, but with a slightly smaller font: “Over 99.99%” of voters 
participated in the polls and over 99.99% voted for Democratic Front candidates”. Then 
underneath it continues with the third title, with slightly smaller characters: “Only 
four voters did not participate in the polls and three voted against”. (“Zëri i Popullit”, July 
12, 1966). 21 years later in the last communist elections of 1987, success is even higher 
than “over 99.99%”, and has nothing to go more than: 100%! “Zëri i Pupullit” on 
Tuesday, February 3, 1987, on the front page, the central headline, is not associated 
with any photograph, but it contains in itself the mental picture of the time: “Excellent 
expression of the unity of the people around the Party and the People’s Power”, and below, 
the title as a representative symbol: “100 percent of the voters participated in the polls and 
100 percent voted for the Democratic Front candidates in the People’s Assembly”.
On the ritual front page (1966, post-election) in the fi rst title there are 10 words, in the 
second 19 words, in the third 12 words. On the ritual front page (1987, post-election), 
in the fi rst title there are 14 words, in the second 24 words. The fi rst is the title of 
the party’s comment on itself, while the second title contains the whole news, as the 
Committ ee wants for itself. In 1987 the voter’s right was used by all voters, 1,830,652. 
Only an invalid vote says “Zëri i Popullit”!
Long headlines are totalitarian, in form and content!
There is no need to go back to Cohen to show what the media can do for the brain and 
human time. At least, it forces us “to what” to think (Cohen, 1963)! 

New Title Terminology

Other times, new concepts, new mentality and new problems. The more criticized the 
more normal they become. In linguistic, semantic, stylistic, etc., there are no problems 
 23  htt p://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-5393665/Time-traveller-makes-prediction-Presi-
dent.html#ixzz57dErLrig 
 24  htt p://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-5393665/Time-traveller-makes-prediction-Presi-
dent.html#ixzz57dErLrig 
 25  htt p://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5416349/Police-launch-murder-probes-London-stab-
bings.html#ixzz57ouNCbxN
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as they appear at the expense of the truth. But, of course, the media are forced to adapt 
to market and technology, starting in the fi rst place and above all, in news headlines, 
such as, for example, the New York Times newspaper. For the interest of the SEO 
eff ect, the language of the titles is paying an expensive price, because SEO seeks for 
words to emerge at the top of search engines rather than stylistic expressions. The 
SEO eff ect is killing all other words, even when it consumes more. According to the 
study on Print Headlines, Web Headlines and SEO Headlines for titles in the last 
ten years, Patel concludes that “the length of headlines between print and web has 
surprisingly has been relatively similar, with web headlines being longer than print 
ones. What’s interesting, however, is that SEO headlines are oft en signifi cantly longer 
than their web or print counterparts. And since 2006, the gap between print and SEO 
headlines has been widening”. 26

Clickbait, empty calories of  information, SEO Headlines, Yellow journalism, or the yellow 
press, tabloid journalism,  viral marketing, the Fake news, sticky content, att ention economics, 
post-truth politics, junk-food news, junk news or junk journalism, and other concepts such 
as these are some of the new and old terminologies involved in the wild fi ght for 
dominance in the digital world, oft en against the news, on behalf of the news. In 
order to escape legal punishment, texts oft en camoufl aged as satire, and in the name 
of press freedom, freedom of the press is actually distorted and destroyed. Everyone 
addresses personal journalism somewhere in a social network. The uncovered 
contact with the fi nancial interest att racts even more people into the world of portals, 
and thus, click magic is currently out of control around the world. “Social media 
has swallowed the news - threatening the funding of public interest reporting and 
ushering in an era when everyone has their own facts. But the consequences go far 
beyond journalism” 27, Viner says in a critical approach.  Social media titles, in fact, 
every day fi ll the front pages of printed and electronic newspapers (copy-paste) and 
it is becoming increasingly diffi  cult to distinguish the demarcation stones.
Journalistic Junk-food news, junk news or junk journalism are among the types of 
journalism cancer around the world, including Albanian territories in the Balkans. The 
term junk food news was fi rst used in print by Carl Jensen in the March 1983 edition of 
“Penthouse”, which is a men’s magazine. Explained very simply Conservative Rubin 
to The Washington Post: “There is an art to junk journalism: Write a fl ashy headline that 
is not supported by the story itself, treat old news as a revelation and assert that those about 
whom you are writing are terribly frightened of what you are writing “. 28

Yellow journalism, or the yellow press, as they are called in the American information 
world, or as a “tabloid journalism” in British journalism, is the sea where the rivers 
of former professional journalism are poured. Reason? Eff ects of clickbait! The fi rst 
sign of yellow texts is their own bombastic titles, once for the higher circulation, 
 26  htt p://experiment.cjr.org/experiment/features/the-evolution-of-headlines-at-the-new-york-times/  
(Last acces: February 24, 2018).
 27 Katharine Viner, The long read, How technology disrupted the truth, The Guardian, 12 Jul 2016, 
htt ps://www.theguardian.com/media/2016/jul/12/how-technology-disrupted-the-truth (last acces: 
February 24, 2018).
 28 Jennifer Rubin, Politico’s junk journalism, May 3, 2012, , htt ps://www.washingtonpost.com/
blogs/right-turn/post/politicos-junk-journalism/2012/05/03/gIQAXZ2yyT_blog.html?utm_
term=.9ab5909c0cfd (Last acces, February 23, 2018).
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today for clikbait. Today’s Clickbait is yesterday’s circulation. Before this, newspapers 
boast about circulation, today they boast about clickbait. Therefore he is the king, 
as someone called it and accepted as a concept, even made his heroes on youtube. 
“Clickbait is king, so newsrooms will uncritically print some of the worst stuff  out 
there, which lends legitimacy to bullshit,” said Brooke Binkowski, an editor at the 
debunking website Snopes. “Not all newsrooms are like this, but a lot of them are”. 29

Everyone says he hates the clickbait but tries it again. As Luu writes, “clickbait, 
though much hated because it wastes readers’ time, is yet another development 
in the evolution of headlines. From breathlessly truncated descriptions of news 
events, to clever, memorable wordplay to a much more connotation-rich emotional 
language that teases out our human curiosities, headlines, far from just being a 
mere introduction to the news of the world, are a story in themselves”. 30 Of any 
technical-linguistic category these may be, these curious titles, for whatever eff ect 
they are writt en, to occupy the fi rst place by search engines or to increase clicks, an 
att ractive linguistic development, or vice versa, are simultaneously injecting the most 
dangerous viruses human degeneration. They are slanderous titles or titles imported 
from British tabloids and others, as quoted, does not matt er.
Many people, between the following and front page titles where the pictures were 
just the results that said that 100% of the voters came out of the polls and 100% voted 
the only party, would choose the past. We read: “History + 18: No worse than my 
father-in-law, he’s a real shitt y thing because your son is weak in bed and tells me 
that ...” (Inside, the article does not make any mention of his father in-law “ stallion 
“, but for a conservative mother in-law); “Have sex with stepmother as soon as the 
father goes to work (+18)” 31; “Prostitute: Here’s how long sex ... with a virgin male ... 
dizzying (+18). “Heavy story / caught  the boy having sex with ...”. 32 Such titles are 
thousands. Domestic or Imported.
Long titles that they want to say all about it, for propaganda, or titles with less 
words but bombastic, with the subtitling “for more click here” and the sign “+18” 
want to do both simultaneously: even propaganda for which they are paid, even to 
grab clicks. People read a lot every day, and they know less and less. Why? Because 
they have created addiction and are consuming only calories of information, not 
nutritional value (“vitamins, proteins” etc.). This is the conception concept of “empty 
information calories” and “dietologists” of information preferring to avoid them. 
With what to replace? With bio foods! Where are they? In big, historic newspapers. 
But, with a summing-up name, all of which, including major British and American 
 29  Kevin Rawlinson, How newsroom pressure is lett ing fake stories on to the web, The Guardian, 
Last modifi ed on Tue 28 Nov 2017, htt ps://www.theguardian.com/media/2016/apr/17/fake-news-
stories-clicks-fact-checking  (last acces: February 24, 2018)
 30  Chi Luu, How does the language of headlines work? The answer may surprise you htt ps://daily.
jstor.org/how-does-the-language-of-headlines-work-the-answer-may-surprise-you/.
 31 htt p://kosova-sot.info/dashuri/248552/bej-seks-me-njerken-sapo-babai-iken-ne-pune-18/, 17 Feb-
ruary 2018.   As the newspaper says: “The Sun’s” ‘Deidre’ column is the unusual story of a 24-year-
old boy who has been involved in an intimate relationship with his stepmother. He has asked the 
psychologist Deidere’s opinion about this situation by telling the whole story”.
 32  htt p://www.gazetaexpress.com/fun/histori-e-rende-243797/?archive=1, ““A 44-year-old has re-
mained shocked when he returned home and found his teenage son in bed with his wife new, son’s 
stepmother. He has confessed his story to “The Sun” psychology and asked for help ...”
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media, are strongly labeled by the world’s top politicians as “fake news” (in Albania, 
Prime Minister Rama has his own terminology, “boiler media”). It is known who 
will win the batt le in the end, they are the media, but they will lose too much by 
winning, because everyone is going to adapt to new technologies. What’s left  to the 
stylists of the language of the titles? Just make diagrams and language statistics that 
few will click. A worldwide reorganization of professional media and new laws 
around the world, perhaps an international convention, may curb the disappearance 
of professional title. 

Conclusions

This mode of titles cannot be called propaganda in the sense that it is known today, 
and there is still no terminology that suits this type of offi  cial power press. The trend 
of the titles is totalitarian, not in the sense of the communist dictatorship, but of the 
dictatorship of new terminologies. We also talked about the nature of long titles and 
the point of extremes. The whole news is being put in the headline and disappearing 
it to grab clicks.
At the same time, or at diff erent times, in the same or diff erent places, with a democratic 
or totalitarian ideology, for the purpose of camoufl aging state prison or advertising the 
state-prison for the purposes of holding power over the people of fear or the creation 
of power over free people, for political gains or for fi nancial gain, the perpetrators 
behind these news headlines have unusual motives against homo sapiens. This kind of 
ideological syntax in the news headlines, as if once, when the newspapers were bigger 
as a dictator’s quilt, as today when millions of newspapers per day can be held in the 
small pocket of the shirt, goes beyond the concept of propaganda.
Long headlines are totalitarian, in form and content in every age! The “click” eff ect is 
totalitarianizing the news headlines even when they deify liberalism.
 “Click” is killing the mastery of news headlines. Now we are under rule of “click” 
period! The Click principle, prevails the principle of professionalism. Condensed 
language in news headlines is being digested.
The news line has already been transformed, in many media it does not exist, because 
its authority has received its accompanying text.
The power of the news locomotive has got wagons. The cart is walking before the 
horse.
In a media environment rivaled fi ercely by social networks, not to say that the news 
is dying, at least it can be said that the news headlines are transforming themselves 
into the news itself, and they are hĳ acking the news authority.
Does the news reign? Not! Bad headlines does!
In the realities of the bad headlincracy, that is the result of the click, only the recipient 
with a clear critical thought can be avoided by the pitfalls of idle agendas.
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